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Abstract— With the large increase for vehicles and cars of various kinds and the movement of large development that
occur every day on the roads and streets it was natural and realistic to increase traffic accidents by multiple causes,
but the real dilemma lies in how to rescue the injured in these accidents. Accounting for traffic jams and lack of
presence of ambulances or cars traffic police near the scene impediments Impede to the quick access to the accidents
location, or even the arrival of ambulances carrying the injured to hospitals, which reduces the probability to survive
in case of severe injuries or also doubles the rate of exacerbation of minor injuries. The model that we are presenting
today is an attempt to provide radical solutions to those problems that have been mentioned previously and up to
facilitate the access of ambulances to the accident location or to hospitals easily depending on the three electronic
circuits, the first one in a civil's cars, the second in the ambulances, and the third one in the traffic light system. The
first circuit situated in civilian's cars and its mission is to inform the ambulances by sending massage contain the
location of the accident. The second is the circuit in the ambulance which controls traffic signals facing the
ambulance on its way to either the accident location or to hospitals. The third circuit is the traffic signal which is
connected with the second mentioned circuit (ambulance) by radio frequency, to give a full control on the traffic
lights by ambulances system. All these circuits designed and work together to facilitate the arrival of ambulances to
the accident in order to ensure quick access to rescue cases resulting from the incident.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This document is a template. An electronic copy can be downloaded from the Journal website. For questions on paper
guidelines, please contact the journal publications committee as indicated on the journal website. Information about final
paper submission is available from the conference website.
Road accident is global and complex problem because every year more than 1.17 million people die in road
crashes around the world [1].road traffic injuries have negative effect on health and development because more than 1.2
million lives each year [2]. Only 28 countries in the world community they represent 449 million people around 7% of
the world’s population apply the road safety laws, which that reduce all five risk factors speed, drunk driving, helmets,
seat-belts and child restraints [3]. The road accident victims (injuries and fatalities) are the vulnerable road users (VRUs),
pedestrians, motorcyclists, bicyclists and non-motorized vehicles (NMV) occupants [4]. The society and decision makers
consider the Road traffic injures are public health problem because the death and disability on large scale among young
people [5]. The rates risk of a road traffic death in the African Region is highest than European Region, because the
development of the economic in European Region contributes to increased motorization and road infrastructure
construction [6].
A. Automated systems for helping accident victim
In the past there was a big effort toward solve a problem of traffic management and road safety by designing many
applications and enhancing them [7]. Nowadays the absent of the technology for accident detection increasing loss of
accident victims. Additionally the traffic congestion impede the arriving of ambulance to accident location hospital and
then to hospital [8]. The fully automatic accident detection system play important role for helping ambulance for arriving
to the victim’s location in short time [9].The congestion of road traffic is due to increasing the population of the world
because the problem of planning usually scales well over time with unexpected growth in population and road usage
[12].
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B. Technologies for accident detection
Many technologies uses for helping victims depended on Global Positioning System (GPS) and Global System for
Mobile Communication (GSM) modem. About one billion people use GSM on the world and it available in 190
countries [13]. Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) is modem used in many applications by to controlling
and monitoring the transformer load from anywhere by sending a message. It is highly efficient communication through
the mobile, also highly economic and less cost. GPS - Global Positioning System GPS is used for tracking and navigation
[14]. The GPS Technology provides precise time and position information by atomic clocks and location data. A GPS is
called tracking because it uses to determine the users position on earth [15].
C. The role of Traffic lights for helping victim
Traffic lights, developed since 1912.it used for making flow of car, pedestrian crossings, rail trains, and other at road
easily [16,17]. Currently many countries are facing a problem of accident between the emergency vehicle and other
vehicle at intersection. [18, 19]. So that the conventional traffic light needs to be upgraded to solve the problem of
congestion and allow the ambulance to cross the interaction without waste the time and make accident with other car. In
this paper I used radio frequency to solve this urgent problem.
D. Road accidents
Road accidents are a global phenomenon on world, so that many studies and organizations concern about this critical
situation. Our research involves three studies concern about road accident detection and how to help accident victims
which they are: The first study, describes how smart phones, such as the iPhone and Google Android platforms, can
automatically detect traffic accidents using accelerometers and acoustic data, immediately notify a central emergency
dispatch server after an accident, and provide situational awareness through photographs, GPS coordinates, VOIP (Voice
Over Internet Protocol) communication channels, and accident data recording. The paper also provides the following
contributions to the study of detecting traffic accidents via smart phones: Show how smart phone sensors, network
connections, and web services can be used to provide situational awareness to first responders. Provide empirical results
demonstrating the efficacy of different approaches employed by smart phone accident detection systems to prevent false
positives. Actually using of smart phones and services provided by the Internet is a smart and effective idea, Present a
formal model for accident detection that combines sensors and context data. But it may also be accompanied by some of
the obstacles that are related to technical problems and Internet coverage that may hinder or cause delays in the process,
additionally the absent of responder that has to be addressed and resolved in our proposal study by making full control in
the hands of ambulances drivers and we didn’t need internet.
The second study, provide security to the vehicle in very reasonable cost using the basic microcontroller
AT89C52 for cost effective and also for easy understanding. In this study used assembly programming for better
accuracy and GPS and GSM modules which helps to trace the vehicle anywhere on the globe. The exact location of the
vehicle is sent to the remote devices (mobile phones) using GSM modem. This study did not address the subject of
response technology for the notification of the incident [20, 21].
The third study, the ambulance is controlled by the control unit which furnishes adequate route to the
ambulance and also controls the traffic light by traffic section according to the ambulance location and thus reaching the
hospital safely." Here we have same idea. but The different between our proposed system and previous study that the
ambulance drivers have a full control traffic light they face on the route to the hospital or to the accident location, the
thing that will offer more time than waiting for a signal from the control unit, which could be delayed for several
factors most notably poor Internet network coverage or any technical difficulties you may encounter network
[22].
II. METHODOLOGY
In The proposed system consists of three main units: Vehicle unit, ambulance unit and traffic light system unit. These
three units work together as system to help the ambulance to reaches the hospital without any delay in the time.
A. Vehicle unit
Before we begin to detail this module, we should initially explain all mentioned elements.The vehicle unit is installed in
the vehicle, It contains of vibration sensor, which it sense the accidents (high vibration), fire sensor, microcontroller
Arduino Uno, GPS SYSTEM to find out the data of current position of the vehicle and GSM MODULE (Global System
for Mobile), which it sends notification massages if accidents is happened to the ambulance.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of vehicle circuit
B. Ambulance unit
Ambulance unit which contains switch with four keys, Encoder and RF transmitter. The switch contains four keys,
representing the known four direction and represent also the largest possible number of traffic light that can exist in one
area, an intersection area.

Figure 2: Ambulance unit diagram
When ambulance driver pressing on one of the four switches and electrical signal will pass to the encoder which
will encode it and pass it to the transmitter RF. This frequency is received by traffic light system which is mentioned in
the traffic light unit. When an ambulance approaching from the traffic light (5kilometers) by 120 meters or less directly
there are Contact occurs between Transmitter RF which in the ambulance unit and receiver one which in the traffic light
unit.
C. Traffic lights system (TLC)
Traffic lights requires more than slight control and coordination to ensure that traffic moves as smoothly and safely as
possible and that pedestrians are protected when they cross the roads.

Figure 3: Traffic unite diagram
A variety of different control systems are used to accomplish this , ranging from simple clockwork mechanisms
to sophisticated computerized control and coordination systems that self-adjust to minimize delay to people using the
road.This units is consists of RF receiver, decoder, microcontroller and traffic light leads.
D. How the proposal system works?
In proposed system if a vehicle has met accidents, immediately an alert message with the car location (latitude and
longitude) is sent from Vehicle unit which installed in a vehicle to the nearest available ambulance, according to the
latitude and longitude using GPS system.Where the system in the ambulance will search for a traffic signal and then
direct controlled it to open the road ahead with the closure of the rest of the other associated traffic light. And then the
traffic light return to what it was before the passage of ambulances going to the accident location, are the same as the
previous operation after the arrival of ambulances to the accident and driven to the hospital.
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III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Circuits Design
The proposed system consists of three circuits were designed as follows: Vehicle circuit, Ambulance circuit and Traffic
signal circuit
B. Vehicle circuit
The circuit shown below is the vehicle circuit, as shown in this circuit it consists of the following: Vibration sensor, Gas
sensor, Microcontroller (Arduino Uno), GPS, GSM and LCD.

Figure 4: Vehicle circuit design
The basic task of this circuit is to alarm and inform the ambulance that the vehicle faced a traffic accident, and
then locate the vehicle (latitude and longitude).
1.1. Ambulance circuit
The circuit shown below is the ambulance circuit, as shown in this circuit it consists of the following: Four switches,
encoder (HT 12), and transmitter RF

Figure 5: Ambulance circuit design
The circuit mission is to contact the traffic light circuit, and full control to give priority to ambulances and give
them enough time to get to the place of traffic accident or to hospitals for Saving Lives.
C. TLS circuit
The circuit shown below is the Traffic Light System circuit, as shown in this circuit it consists of the following: Receiver
RF, Decoder (HT 12), 16 LEDS, and Microcontroller (ATMEGA 32).

Figure 6: TLS circuit design
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The mission of this part of system is coming from the reception signals ambulances to give it full control of
signals and priority at traffic at any time.
D. Vehicle circuit result:
After turning on the vehicle circuit, sensors turning on, the circuit determines the location based on latitude and longitude
and as shown on LCD (See figure next).

Figure 7: Vehicle circuit result
The figure below shows the form of the message sent by the vehicle circuit containing the location.

Figure 8: form of the message which sent by the vehicle circuit
E. Ambulance and TLC circuits result
After connecting the ambulances and the TLC circuit and operating them, we found that when pressing one of the
switches in the ambulance circuit, one of the LEDs light turn the green light while the rest is running the red light - which
symbolizes four traffic signals distributed in the form of signals in the intersections of four ways - Another key occurs the
same process but from a different direction as shown in the pictures below different direction as shown in the pictures
below

Figure 9: Ambulance& TLS circuits results , the four pictures above present the four state of traffic light in the
cross road and the control of the system with it
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Through the results achieved and explained previously, the importance of the proposal is shown by giving the
opportunity and priority and control of ambulances to enable them to exploit the golden hour in the best way and to
provide the opportunity to save critical cases that are dealt with after the collision of traffic, In the previous chapter that
the proposal represents a good opportunity to reduce the time of arrival of ambulances to hospitals and emergency units,
which is an important factor among other factors that negatively affect or respond to the rescue in cases of traffic
accidents.
We have determined through the experiments that giving priority to ambulances is one of the most important
factors that must be dealt with great attention, because it is related to the time of arrival appropriate to the centers of
receiving the ambulance service and avoidance of danger to life. it also explained to us the importance of addressing the
concept of the golden hour and its direct association with the survival of the patients.
IV. CONCLUSION
All applied and pure human sciences agree that the ultimate goal of research, studies, inventions and innovations is to
facilitate the daily life of human and to preserve his life. The value of preserving and protecting human beings is the first
of all human values and the great goals of science. On this general path, through which we have reached an innovative
way to facilitate the task of ambulance personnel and give them priority and time to save the injured during traffic
accidents, and as shown from the above results, this proposal contributes effectively to reduce the number of loyal
Resulting in traffic accidents by giving ambulances and paramedics priority and reducing their travel time Therefore, we
recommend that this proposal be applied to the Khartoum state in a preliminary manner, and then circulate it to all states
with high population density and traffic congestion. Also we recommend to deal seriously with the concept of golden
hour because it present an important time and maybe it take some human life in critical zone and can change the future of
people.
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